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“Who used to be your father?” the mutant requested Dale Kesley. and take a look at as he
might, Kesley couldn't remember; his previous was once an utter blank. yet he The 13th
Immortal knew one thing—the solution to his life’s riddle lay in Antarctica, The 13th Immortal the
once-frozen continent, now a mundane paradise surrounded via an impenetrable barrier.But
tips on how to get there? the one technique of transportation have been the spindly six-legged
mutant horses. And it used to be suicide for Kesley to shuttle at the American continents.
immortal dictators had set king-size rewards for his capture—dead or alive! yet someplace within
the continents there has been anyone who might aid him, anyone he needed to find. the way
forward for the realm trusted his success.
The thirteenth Immortal is one in all Robert Silverberg's earliest novels, and although it isn't one
in every of his nice works, I definitely loved it completely and suggest it to people who like brief
technological know-how fiction novels from the 1950s. it is a post-apocalyptic tale approximately
twelve immortals who've divided lots of the global between themselves into separate Empires,
leaving a number of different areas to whoever claims them. these few key different areas
contain a mutant city, a automatic urban with out human inhabitants, and the bigger house of
Antarctica.The major element Silverberg makes during this novel is that humans are
accountable for his or her personal fall, and everybody during this new destiny realizes that the
apocalypse was once a "technology-born nightmare." Therefore, there's a normal dedication to
reside up to attainable with out being depending on technology:"The outdated methods again to
the realm ... learn More: http://www.fantasyliterature.com/revi...
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